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The Onkyo TX-2500 receiver features 27 w/channel and a remarkable tuner section. The Cerwin Vega 25 is a two way 12" system. Extremely efficient. The Technics SL-23 belt drive semi-automatic turntable will track your records well with the Stanton 500EE cartridge.

SAVE $50

Onkyo $539.

The perfectly matched system. Technics SA-397U receiver, (48) watts/channel, Technics SB-5000A speakers, and the direct drive technics SL-1900 turntable with the "Harman standard" Stanton 500EE cartridge. OUR REGULAR SYSTEM PRICE - $599

SAVE $76

Phase Linean $629.

One of the very best systems we can offer. The Technics SA-4141 receiver puts out better than 65 watts per channel and offers a host of useful features. The speakers, Acoustic Phase 3+, must be heard to be appreciated. The brand new Sony PSX-5 direct drive turntable and an Audio Technica AT 13EA cartridge will handle your records flawlessly. OUR REGULAR SYSTEM PRICE - $929

SAVE $130

BOSE $799.

One of the systems we can offer. The Technics SA-4141 receiver puts out better than 65 watts per channel and offers a host of useful features. The speakers, Acoustic Phase 3+, must be heard to be appreciated. The brand new Sony PSX-5 direct drive turntable and an Audio Technica AT 13EA cartridge will handle your records flawlessly. OUR REGULAR SYSTEM PRICE - $929

SAVE $223!!

ADS loudspeakers

6 pr. LS200 $189.00
6 pr. LS100 $169.00
4 pr. LS400 $110.00
2 pr. LS80 $79.00

Triumph

$1,149.

The Onkyo TV-5032 receiver puts out more than 75 watts per channel, in a Class G operation. 150 watts per channel. The Technics SB-5000A speakers are among the very best you'll ever hear. The finishing touch...the direct drive automatic Sony PSX-5 turntable and the "calibration standard" Stanton 500EE cartridge.
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Technics $1,149.
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